to institute 'socialist' forms of management that, through a burgeoning parallel state of new development institutions, target workers' consciousness as the basis of changing production relations. In 2005, the state-owned aluminium plant gvc-Alcasa became the most high profile testing ground for the industrial form of one such strategy known as cogestión or co-management. At the time cogestión embodied the principles of endogenous and Bolivarian socialist development, designed to democratically reorganise the structure and management of state-owned industrial plants.4 It is distinct from other initiatives such as cooperatives and social production companies (Empresas de Producción Social -eps),5 insofar as it involves an already established largescale industrial project, with huge sunk capital costs, pre-existing bureaucratic and labour organisations, and, therefore, much larger financial and organisational challenges. Part of the motivation for cogestión was to make state-owned primary industries productive, profitable, and efficient under a non-capitalist logic. Following a reported period of successful worker mobilisation and raised productivity , in 2007 the initiative fell by the wayside and as of 2011 the cvg-Alcasa rests on the brink of closure. The argument of the chapter is that the state-led initiative of cogestión was a last ditch attempt to make a deteriorating, relatively backward capital profitable without significant financial outlay; in effect, to improve efficiency through workers' control. The argument will demonstrate how despite its progressive political form, cogestión lacked the scale of intervention necessary to address the material root conditions of declining productivity.
Accounts dealing specifically with cogestión have focused upon its progressive ideology and practice of human-centred development;6 its juridical innovations and limits;7 and the contested role of trade unions.8 But they have largely eschewed the specific political economy and material challenges posed by the cogestión model of industrial renewal. A recent book length study by Victor Álvarez has identified the emergence of a 'New Productive Model' (npm) that presages the overcoming of Venezuela's rentier economy.9 The basis of this npm is the transformation of the relations of production through a contemporary form of Import Substitution Industrialisation (ISI) whose macroeconomic design (price controls, access to cheap foreign exchange, and various subsi-
